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QUESTION 1

SYN Flood is a DOS attack in which an attacker deliberately violates the three-way handshake and opens a large
number of half-open TCP connections. The signature of attack for SYN Flood contains: 

A. The source and destination address having the same value 

B. A large number of SYN packets appearing on a network without the corresponding reply packets 

C. The source and destination port numbers having the same value 

D. A large number of SYN packets appearing on a network with the corresponding reply packets 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following can take an arbitrary length of input and produce a message digest output of 160 bit? 

A. SHA-1 

B. MD5 

C. HAVAL 

D. MD4 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A bank stores and processes sensitive privacy information related to home loans. However, auditing has never been
enabled on the system. What is the first step that the bank should take before enabling the audit feature? 

A. Perform a vulnerability scan of the system. 

B. Determine the impact of enabling the audit feature. 

C. Perform a cost/benefit analysis of the audit feature. 

D. Allocate funds for staffing of audit log review. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

What are the three types of authentication? 

A. Something you: know, remember, prove 
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B. Something you: have, know, are 

C. Something you: show, prove, are 

D. Something you: show, have, prove 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A security analyst is performing an audit on the network to determine if there are any deviations from the security
policies in place. The analyst discovers that a user from the IT department had a dial-out modem installed. Which
security policy must the security analyst check to see if dial-out modems are allowed? 

A. Firewall-management policy 

B. Acceptable-use policy 

C. Remote-access policy 

D. Permissive policy 

Correct Answer: C 
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